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Kill Ball
Welcome to the Arena
Sometime in the near future, a brutal, 
violent fringe sport will take its first 
halting steps toward becoming the new 
national pastime. The sport is Kill Ball, a 
game played by super strong, super fast, 
and super disposable clones featuring 
all the maiming, blood, and scoring with 
decapitated heads you could possibly ask 
for.

Playing Kill Ball
• Sit at either end of the Kill Ball Board.
• You and your opponent each roll a D10.  Who-

ever rolls higher gets the ball first.  (Let’s say you 
do.)

• You place a player in your zone.  Your opponent 
places a player in their zone.  You place another 
player in your zone.  As you do this, fill out the 
player names on the Game Sheet, in the order 
they’re placed.  This is will determine the turn or-
der.  

• Once all four players are placed for each team, 
the winner of the opening dice roll announces 
which of their players will start with the ball.  
Place the ball on that player token.

• Start play, going from the first player listed on the 
Game Sheet to the last player listed on the Game 
Sheet. Each player gets 1 Move and 1 Action.  
(Players are considered to be Guarding before 
their first turn.  See p. 5)

• Repeat this process until someone scores.  When 
a score is made, return to the setup phase (p. 3).

• This continues until the last player turn in the 
twelfth round.  If one team has more points than 
the other, they win.  If not, play continues until 
another score occurs.

• For more information, read the Stuff Your Player 
Can Do and Line of Sight sections, and refer to 
the other rules as necessary.

The Game Sheet
The Game sheet is used to track turn order, turns 
elapsed, and goals scored.  Put all the player names 
on the list in the order that they’re placed at the 
beginning of the game.  When a player takes a turn, 
put a mark in the appropriate box. When a point is 
scored, skip any remaining players for that round and 
start again at the top of the next round.

The Team Sheet
The Team sheet tracks all relevant information about 
your players.   You can either generate your own 
team, or pick one of the premade ones in the back of 
this book.  For more about creating your own team,  
see the Kill Ball League rules. (p. 8)
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Game Terms
Owner - You or your opponent.

Player - Any token representing a Kill Ball athlete.

Ball - A token used for scoring.  Can also be used as 
a weapon.

Possession - Whoever has the ball.  (Player or 
Team.)

Regulation - The duration of one game, usually 12 
rounds.

Round -  8 turns.  (One for every player on each 
team.)

Turn -  Each player’s move and action, or action and 
move.

Setup Phase - When a point is scored, all tokens 
are cleared from the board.  Skip any remaining turns 
for that round. The players are then placed in their 
respective play areas in the order that appears on the 
Game Sheet. Start play at the top of the next round.

Adjacent - any of the 8 squares surrounding a 
token, player, or game square.

Game Board Terms. ...................................
The Arena - The entire playable game board. 12 x 
24 squares.

Play Zone - The 8 x 12 areas located at either end 
of the Arena.  These zones are where the two teams 
start.

Neutral Zone - The middle 8 x 12 area located 
between the two Play Zones

Goal Zone - The 6 squares located around the 
Goal.  Players can use the score action (if they have 
a ball) from these squares.

The Goal - The 2 squares located within each Goal 
Zone.  Players cannot move on these squares.

Assault Chute - The four 1 x 1 squares on either 
side of the Neutral Zone.  These shoot out players re-
grown after catastrophic injuries. Players may move 
through these squares.

Arena Wall - The dark area that borders the 12 x 24 
square play area.  Cannot be moved on.

Dice Terms. ..............................................
Roll -  Any test or challenge that requires rolling of 
dice. In most cases, rolling low is better.

D100 -  Two ten-sided dice rolled together.  One die 
represents the tens place, the other represents the 
ones place. (1-100) (0 & 00 is 100)

D10 - A ten sided die.  (1-10)

D6 - A six sided die. (1-6)
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Player Info

AXE

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 60 40 40 40 1

PERKS:

: Games Played

Profile Summary ..................................
Move - The number of squares a player can move 
per turn.

Hit - Percent chance to injure/knock down an 
opponent.  (Your opponent may still be able to dodge.)

Dodge - Percent chance to evade a hit.

Throw - Percent chance to succeed at throw rolls.

Intercept - Percent chance to intercept the ball on 
opposing throws, handoffs, or scoring attempts.

TP (Toughness Points) - Used to force re-rolls on a 
D10 injury roll made against the player.

Perks - Special abilities or skills that the player 
possesses. (p. 10)

The Attribute Boxes - The first box indicates the 
player’s permanent attribute. The second box is for 
writing temporary reductions caused by injuries.

Your Player Does Stuff
Players get 1 move and 1 action, or 1 
action and 1 move per turn.  You cannot 
move some, perform a full action, then 
move more. 

A player may take any number of free 
actions during their turn in addition to their 
normal action and move.  

A player may turn and face any direction 
before they begin movement. For more 
information, see Line of Sight on (p. 6)

Movement 
The player can move up, down, left, or right.  
No diagonals!

The move attribute indicates how many squares that 
player can move in a turn.  You can’t move through 
other players unless they are knocked down.  You 
cannot end your move on top of a downed player.

A player faces the direction they are moving. It costs 
0 movement to turn 90 degrees, but 1 movement to 
turn 180 degrees.

It is very important to check your player’s line of sight 
(p. 6) after moving to minimize any potential blind 
spots in their defense.

Actions
Players may take one action and any 
number of free actions per turn.

Basic Actions ...........................................
Sprint:   Roll a D6.  Add the result of that roll to the 
player’s move attribute until the end of the turn.  (If 
you roll a 6 on the first roll, roll the D6 again and add 
the total to the player’s move until the end of the turn.) 
The maximum number of squares a player can move 
in this manner is 12. A ball carrier subtracts 2 from the 
final result, to a minimum roll of 1.

Hit:   If your player is in an adjacent square to an 
opposing player (and facing that player) they can try 
to Hit them.

To attempt a Hit, roll a D100.  If the roll is less than 
or equal to your player’s Hit attribute (and the target 
does not dodge), the attack succeeds.

The opposing player may attempt to Dodge.  If they 
fail or are unable to Dodge, that player is moved 
(slammed) one square in the direction the hitter is 
facing, even if they are already knocked down.  (Up, 
down, left, right... no diagonals)

Roll for injury.  If the Hit player is slammed into a wall, 
apply a -1 modifier to the injury result.

If the player is slammed into a space occupied by a 
player, the second player must successfully Dodge or 
be knocked down (unless they are already downed). 
No injury roll is made against the second player. 
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If a player is knocked into an occupied space (either 
a player or a wall) they stay in their current square.

Hit Rolls against knocked down players succeed 
automatically, but roll anyway to see if you get a 
critical success. (p. 6) The opposing player may still 
attempt to dodge.

Players with possession of the ball lose it when they 
are knocked down or injured.  Make a scatter roll to 
determine where the ball ends up.

 ! Dodge (Reaction):  The defender rolls a D100. 
If the result is lower than the defender’s dodge, the 
attack fails.  Check line of sight rules to see if you can 
dodge. (p. 6) 

A knocked down player dodges at ½ attribute, but 
may always dodge no matter what direction their 
token is facing. 

Guard:   Place a guard token on this player.  Until 
this player’s next turn, they may make an immediate 
preemptive attack on an opponent that moves into an 
adjacent square.  

The opponent needs to have started within or entered 
the guarding player’s line of sight during their move 
to trigger this attack. If this condition is met, turn and 
face the guarding player toward their target. This 
attack follows the normal hit rules.

Note: This attack occurs after a player has moved 
into an adjacent space, but before an opponent can 
attack.  It is not triggered by a player who starts their 
turn in an adjacent space. A player loses guard after 
they make an attack, or if it is not triggered by their 
next turn.  

Help Up:   Your player can help a downed teammate 
get up if they are in an adjacent square. Remove that 
player’s knocked down status and face them any 
direction you want. 

A player performing this action does not need to be 
facing the target they are helping up.

Get Up:   If no one is considerate enough to help 
your knocked down player get up, your player can get 
up on their own.  This costs your player their action for 
the turn, but they may still move as normal.

Actions With The Ball ............................
These also count as your player’s action.

A -1 injury roll modifier applies when 
performing a hit or throw attack with a ball.

The ball is heavy. -2 to sprint roll results, to 
a minimum result of 1.

A player can only hold one ball at a time. 
You can’t intercept a ball if you already 
have one. Players may not intercept a 
friendly pass or handoff.

Passes and handoffs cannot target knocked 
down or injured players. Throw Attacks 
can. Throws cannot target empty squares 
or walls.

Score:   Players can score a point as an action if 
they a) possess the ball, b) are in the opponent’s goal 
zone, and c) aren’t stupidly facing away from the goal.

 ! Intercept a Score (Reaction): Players may 
attempt to intercept a score if they are adjacent to and 
can see the scoring player. Roll a D100. If the result 
is less than your Intercept attribute, your player takes 
possession of the ball.

Goal Throw:   Players may throw to score if they 
a) have the ball, b) are within the opponent’s play 
zone, and c) have a straight line or straight diagonal 
path to the goal squares.  Roll a D100 versus ½ 
your Throw attribute.  If the roll is under, (and your 
opponent doesn’t intercept the ball) you’ve scored.  If 
the roll is over, do a scatter roll to determine where 
the ball ends up.  (See Scatter Roll rules p. 7) You 
may not throw the ball through a space occupied by 
a standing player.

 ! Intercept a Goal Throw (Reaction): Players 
may attempt to intercept a throw if they can see 
the throwing player and are adjacent to the path of 
the ball.  Roll a D100. If the result is less than your 
Intercept attribute, your player takes possession of 
the ball.

Throw a Pass:   Players can pass the ball on 
straight lines or straight diagonals any number of 
squares.  (But not into your opponent’s play zone 
from outside the zone) You may not throw the ball 
through a space occupied by a standing player.

Roll a D100 versus your Throw attribute.  If the roll is 
under, that player receives the ball.  If the roll is over, 
the ball goes D6 squares past the target player. (In 
the direction the ball was thrown from)

 ! Intercept a Pass (Reaction): Players may 
attempt to intercept a pass if they can see the throwing 
player and are adjacent to the path of the ball.  Roll a 
D100. If the result is less than your Intercept attribute, 
your player takes possession of the ball.
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Throw Attack:   Players can Throw Attack on 
straight lines or straight diagonals.  Roll a D100 
versus your Throw attribute.  

If the roll is under (and your opponent doesn’t intercept 
the ball), then they are knocked down, pushed back 
one square in the direction the throw is going, and 
a D10 injury roll is made with a -1 modifier.  Make 
a scatter roll to determine the ball’s new location.
(Throw Attacks may not be dodged, just intercepted)

If the roll is over, the ball goes D6 squares past the 
target player. 

(If the target player also has a ball, they lose 
possession of it on a successful Throw Attack.  Make 
two Scatter Rolls to determine where each ball lands.)

 ! Intercept a Throw Attack (Reaction): 
Players may attempt to intercept a throw attack if they 
can see the throwing player and are adjacent to the 
path of the ball (or the ball is coming at them).  Roll a 
D100. If the result is less than your Intercept attribute, 
your player takes possession of the ball.

NOTE: Throw Attack or Pass overthrows that go into 
the goal squares are not points.  Make a Scatter Roll 
is these cases to determine where the ball ends up. 
The goal square where the ball lands is considered to 
be the origin point on the diagram.

Free Actions ............................................
A player can take any number of free actions 
at any time during their turn. Additionally, a 
player can move, perform a free action, and 
then move more. 

Handoff / Take A Handoff:   Players may transfer 
possession of the ball to another player if the players 
are adjacent to each other and one of them has the 
ball.  

A player performing a Handoff action does not need 
to be facing the receiver, or vice versa.

 ! Intercept a Handoff (Reaction):   A player may 
attempt to intercept a Handoff if they are adjacent to 
either player involved in the handoff and can see either 
one.  Roll a D100 versus your Intercept attribute.  On 
a success your player takes possession of the ball.

Pick up the Ball:   A player may pick up a ball from 
the ground if it is in the same square as the player or 
any adjacent square.  This player gains possession 
of the ball.

Other Rules

Line of Sight
Players can only see the squares ahead 
of their token. They cannot see any of the 
squares left, right, or behind them. The 
name bar at the top of the token indicates 
the direction faced.

Defending players can only make reactive rolls 
(dodge, intercept, guard attacks) if they can see the 
attacking player, or if the attacking player started their 
turn within the defender’s line of sight.

Players must be facing their target when performing 
hits, throws, or while scoring. 

Rolling Dice
Rolls and challenges have two parts, the 
action, followed by a reaction. (Hit/Dodge, 
Throw/Intercept etc.) A successful reaction 
overrides a successful action. 

Critical Success .......................................
A roll of 10 or lower when performing an action is 
considered a critical success.  A critical success has 
the following effects:

• A critical success can only be countered by an-
other critical success.  For example, a Critical Hit 
can only be dodged with a Critical Dodge. 

• In any situation where a player is injured as the 
result of a critical roll, apply a -3 modifier to the 
injury result roll. 
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Scatter Roll
The squares around the player dropping the ball are 
assigned numbers from 1-8. To determine the new 
location of the ball, the attacker rolls a D10.  If the 
space is occupied, that player gains possession of 
the ball.

The arrow indicator on the game board shows which 
way the diagram is always oriented.

If the attacking player is adjacent to the target, a roll 
of a 9 or 10 means the attacking player has gained 
possession of the ball. Otherwise reroll.

Reroll any result that would put the ball on a wall or 
goal space.

Injuries
After successful hit or throw attacks, (if the 
target player doesn’t dodge or intercept) injury 
rolls are made.  If a ball carrier is knocked down 
or injured, they lose possession of the ball. Roll 
scatter to determine the new location of the 
ball.

The initial roll is a D10; this is to determine 
if there was an injury and if so, what type of 
injury.  Modifiers may apply to the result.

Players can suffer the same injury more than 
once.  Attribute modifiers are cumulative.

Knocked Down: Flip this character token over, 
revealing the X.  This character is considered knocked 
down until their next turn, and on that turn may take 
no action other than getting up (but may otherwise 
move as normal). A knocked down player can occupy 
the same space as a ball, but may not possess it. 

A knocked down player dodges at ½ their current 
attribute.

Serious Injury: Treat as Knocked Down, but 
determine the type of injury and temporary attribute 
modifiers. These injuries last until the end of the game.

Catastrophic Injury:  Remove the token from the 
arena.  Skip this player’s turn twice while they’re being 
regrown. After two missed turns the player is launched 
2D6 Squares out of one of the assault chutes (measured 
from the chute square), and may take their turn as 
normal. (p. 8)  A player killed on their own turn does not 
count that turn as missed.

After a score, all players who are currently out of the 
arena due to catastrophic injures are returned to play. 

The attribute modifiers listed on the Catastrophic 
Injury chart are permanent, and carry on from game 
to game.

D10 Injury Result
1 Catastrophic Injury Table
2-4 Serious Injury Table
5-10 Knocked Down

Modifier Reason
-3 Critical result on Hit or Attack Throw
-3 Target already Knocked Down
-1 Hit by Ball Carrier / Thrown Ball
-1 Pushed into a Wall
-/+ Various Player Perks

Modifiers are cumulative.

D6 Serious Injury Until End of Game
1 Partially Disemboweled -1 M, -10 H
2 Flayed Hamstring -1 M
3 Mangled Hand -10 H, -10 T
4 Detached Retina -10 D, -10 I
5 Torn Pectoral -10 H
6 Severed Heel -10 D

D6 Catastrophic Injury Permanent Injury
1 Decapitation

*See Full Rules!
-1 M, -10 H, -10D, 
-10 T, -10 I

2 Exploded Groin -1 M, -10 H
3 Eyes Gouged Out -10 H, -10 T
4 Skull Pulverized -10 D, -10 I
5 Torso Eviscerated -10 H
6 Spine Shattered -10 D
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Decapitation .............................................
Make a scatter roll to determine where the decapitated 
player’s head ends up. The decapitated head is 
considered to be a second ball. The head is carried, 
passed, thrown, used as a weapon, and scored with 
just like a regulation Kill Ball. All modifiers apply.

Once a score occurs, the game immediately returns to 
the setup phase and any excess heads are removed 
from the arena.

Also, any player that is decapitated then comes back 
and scores a goal with their own head is officially the 
Man - even if they were originally female.  Granted, 
they are the Man with badly reduced stats and 
probably require hasty replacement, but they are still 
the Man.

The Assault Chutes ..................................
After two missed turns, a player  who has suffered a 
catastrophic injury is blasted straight out of an assault 
chute of their choice, directly away from the wall.  Roll 
2D6 to determine the distance they are launched.  
If no one is in their way, place the player on the 
appropriate square and begin their turn as normal,  
(i.e. they have both full action and full move.) unless 
they roll a 12, in which case they splatter into the far 
wall.  If this happens they are automatically Knocked 
Down and must roll for Injury with a -1 modifier.

If the player coming from the Chute encounters 
another player while they are still moving from the 
launch, the stationary player may roll to Dodge.  

If the Dodge is successful, the launched player 
continues on.  This check occurs again if the launched 
player would hit another player.

If the Dodge is not successful, the launched player 
continues on and the hit player is Knocked Down.  
Normal Injury rolls are made.

In any case where a player would land on top of 
another player, simply move the launched player 
back toward the Assault Chute until they reach an 
open space.

If there are no open spaces toward the chute, then 
move the player away from the chute until they reach 
an open space.

Opponents on Guard only get an attack of opportunity 
if the launched player lands in an adjacent square.

Kill Ball League Rules
This section is for building your own Kill 
Ball teams.

New Team Roster
New Kill Ball teams consist of two Starting players, 
a Veteran, and a Captain.  Starting players have 
baseline attributes and one randomly determined 
perk. Veterans and Captains receive additional perks, 
as well as experience points (EXP), which are used to 
increase their starting attributes.

Team Generation Rules
1. Fill out your Team Sheet with baseline attributes.

2. Randomly determine 8 Perks (roll D100 8 times) 
from the perk chart. (NOTE: One player cannot 
take the same perk twice.  Therefore, if you roll 
the same perk more than 4 times, keep rolling 
until you get a different perk.)

3. Distribute 7 perks to team. (3 to Captain, 2 to 
Veteran, 1 to each Starting Player) Discard the 
leftover perk.  

4. Spend EXP on the Captain and Veteran player.  
(Look at the Attribute/Cost in EXP chart for prices)

5. Fill out your Team Sheet with all your player info.

M H D T I TP
Base Attributes 7 60 40 40 40 1

Starting Player 1 Perk;  0 EXP

Veteran Player 2 Perks;  2 EXP

Team Captain 3 Perks;  3 EXP; +1 TP

Attribute Cost in EXP
+1 Move 2
+10 Hit 1
+10 Dodge 2
+20 Throw  with +20 Intercept * 1

* Yes, they do come packaged. You’re welcome. 
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D100 Random Perk
1-6 Brutal

7-9 Counter

10-13 Deadly Throw

14-15 Death Touch

16-22 Dodge Away

23-29 Double Attack

30-33 Gauntlet

34-38 Finesse

39-46 Flanking Attack

47-53 Iron Grip

54-58 Lightning Strike

59-64 Lubricous

65-67 Pinpoint Accuracy

68-75 Roundhouse

76-79 Sentinel

80-82 Super Slam

83-89 Tangle Dodge

90-92 Technique Attack

93-97 Tough as Hell

98-100 Wall Dash

Perk descriptions are found on the following 
page.

Between Games
Games of Kill Ball regularly result in one or more 
players sustaining catastrophic injuries. These 
debilitating wounds cannot be fully repaired in the 
Rapid-ReGrow Vats and, if regularly sustained, may 
encourage prudent owners to discard crippled players 
like the trash that they are and seek out mildly better 
replacements. 

Veterans and Team Captains .....................
After playing two games in a league, a Kill Ball player 
is considered a veteran, and is awarded 2 EXP which 
may be spent on improving their attributes. Randomly 
determine a new perk for this player.

After four total games, they may be promoted to Team 
Captain which grants them an additional 1 EXP, and 
a 3rd randomly determined Perk. Only one Captain is 
allowed per team.

Player Replacements
Between games, an owner may eliminate one of his 
current players and replace them with a new Starting 
Player.  Roll for the new player’s perk on the Random 
Perk chart to the left. 

An owner can only replace one player after each 
game.

Winning Games
Each time you win a game of Kill Ball, your team is 
awarded 1 TXP.  These can be spent as follows…

• 1 TXP – Roll twice when randomly determining 
a perk.  Pick the one you like, and discard the 
other.

• 2 TXP – Replace 2 players instead of 1 
(once), between games.

• 3 TXP – Get a Veteran replacement player 
instead of a Starter.
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D100 Name Description

1-6 Brutal Apply a -1 injury modifier to successful hit rolls made by this player. If the target 
player is already knocked down, apply a -2 modifier.

7-9 Counter Whenever an opponent fails a Hit roll or Special Attack against this player, the 
player may take an immediate, free hit action against that opponent. 

10-13 Deadly Throw When making an Attack Throw, injury rolls are made with a -2 modifier. Attempts 
to intercept passes made by this player are made at ½ their normal attribute.

14-15 Death Touch Special Attack: Shout “Death Touch!”  Succeed a hit roll at ½ attribute, without 
the target successfully dodging.  At the beginning of the target’s 3rd turn after 
the technique, their head violently separates from their body. See rules for 
decapitation on the injury chart. Death Touch counts as a player’s action.

At this point, there are 3 ways to prevent the decapitation from occurring.
• If a goal is scored before the perk activates, the player is spared.
• If the player who used Death Touch is catastrophically injured before the 

perk activates, the player is spared.
• If the player is catastrophically injured before the perk activates... well, they 

aren’t spared but that injury supersedes the perk.

16-22 Dodge Away Upon a successful dodge, this player may immediately move up to 3 spaces 
before the next player’s turn.  If the player is Knocked Down, they stay Knocked 
Down at the end of this move. This includes special attacks such as Death 
Touch, and Technique Attack.

23-29 Double Attack The player may make a second attack against a single target, but only if they 
move no more than 2 squares on that turn.  Both attacks occur before any knock 
back takes place. 

30-33 Gauntlet A player with this perk may make up to two attacks per guard action, rather than 
one. Both attacks may be made against the same player, but only if that player 
has entered an adjacent square twice.

34-38 Finesse The player’s critical range is increased from 10 to 20.

39-46 Flanking Attack This player gets +10 to their hit attribute for every one of their teammates in an 
adjacent square to the target of their attack.

They also get -1 to Injury Rolls they inflict if there is at least one teammate in an 
adjacent square to their target.

47-53 Iron Grip Passes to this player automatically succeed. When this player has successfully 
knocked down or injured a ball carrier with a hit, no scatter roll is made; the 
player with iron grip immediately gains possession of that ball. Additionally, this 
player does not lose possession of the ball if they are knocked down, only when 
they suffer a serious or catastrophic injury.

54-58 Lightning Strike Dodge rolls against a player with this perk have a -10 modifier.

59-64 Lubricous While knocked down, this player may make dodge rolls at their full attribute, 
rather than the normal ½. Upon a successful dodge (while on the ground), this 
player immediately stands up and may take a full action and move on their next 
turn, provided they are not Knocked Down again before then.

Perk Descriptions
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D100 Name Description

65-67 Pinpoint Accuracy This player makes Goal Throws at their full throw attribute rather than the normal 
½. Passes by this player may not be intercepted.

68-75 Roundhouse This player may attack every opponent adjacent to them as their action.

76-79 Sentinel This player may intercept passes and throws which are up to two squares in 
any cardinal direction from their own space. Additionally, a guard action’s attack 
range for this player has been extended an additional square in each cardinal 
direction.  (Up, Down, Left, Right... no diagonals.)

80-82 Super Slam When making a successful attack, instead of slamming the target back one 
square, roll a D6 to see how many squares the target has been thrown.   Apply 
Assault Chute rules to any player hit by a flying player.

83-89 Tangle Dodge By weaving through nearby opponents, a player with this perk can confuse 
an incoming attack. This player gets a +10 to dodge for every opponent in an 
adjacent square.

90-92 Technique Attack Special Attack: Opposing player may attempt to dodge at 1/2 dodge attribute.  
If they fail, both players are knocked down.  If they succeed, only your player 
is knocked down.  No injury rolls are made.  Technique Attack counts as your 
player’s action.

93-97 Tough as Hell Add +1 to any rolls made on the injury result table against this player. This player 
also receives a permanent additional toughness point upon gaining this perk.

98-100 Wall Dash Whenever this player is next to one of the arena walls, they may “jump” 3 spaces 
along the wall, regardless of opposing players in their way.  (Though the landing 
square cannot be occupied)  This counts as the player’s action for the turn.

The jump bypasses guard attacks, except those in the landing square.

This player may also move through squares occupied by friendly players, though 
they may not end their turn in those squares.

Special Attacks:   Special attacks are targeted 
the same way as normal hits.

General Rule:  Any special instances that add to 
or subtract from a players attribute are applied before 
any halving occurs.   

Dodge Away vs. Double Attack:  If a player 
with the Dodge Away perk dodges the first attack of 
a Double Attack, they get to move away before the 
second attack occurs.
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The Kill Ball League
Humans have craved blood since the dawn 
of time.  This drive has expressed itself in 
many ways; from hunting to gladiatorial 
sports to the thoroughly justified shoe 
beating I gave that asshole who stole my 
parking spot this morning.  We just love 
blood and violence.

Kill Ball is the hot, new UltraVi Sport [ed note: it’s not 
hot or new] that fills our need for blood in a socially 
acceptable way.  UltraVi you ask?  What’s that?

UltraVi is short for Ultra Violence, which could be 
defined as violence that goes beyond what is usual or 
ordinary.  And on that score Kill Ball delivers.  Blood, 
viscera, organs… these are just a few of things you 
may be wearing after taking in a Kill Ball match from 
the first couple of rows.  [ed note: bring a raincoat]

I recently sat down with Kill Ball commissioner, David 
Farner, to talk about the next Big Thing.  [ed note: 
again, no]

AARON VOSS: Thanks for your time; I know you’re 
a busy man.

DAVID FARNER: I’m not but it’s nice of you to say 
that.

AV: Okay.  Well, forgive my bluntness on the first 
question but here it is.  Why Kill Ball?  Why now?

DF: It’s a cash-in, pure and simple.  We all know how 
much UltraVi entertainment takes in; this is us trying 
to pile on before the gold vein runs dry.

AV: How is Kill Ball different from its competitors like 
Deathsport, Murderzone, and Hockey?

DF: Well, we’re more violent.  And unlike Hockey, 
we keep that violence mostly out of the stands.  But 
really it’s just fast paced ultra violence.  In a recent 
game one of the players exploded and his head flew 
off.  We have no idea why.  It was raining organs on 
people in the stands.  One of the other players picked 
up the head and scored with it.  It was crazy, but the 
crowd loved it.  It’s a thrill.

AV: Do you worry that kind of over the top violence 
will result in protests or legal problems?

DF: Well, that’s the beauty of growing our own 
players.  No one cares.  You completely sidestep 
all that SPCA stuff.  Besides, we donate the leftover 
parts to soup kitchens so we’re humanitarian to boot.

AV: So, who came up with the name?

DF: [sighs] I’d rather not get into that.

AV: You don’t like the name?

DF: No, the name is fine… look.  It’s Kill Ball right?  
You’re not killing the ball.  Most of the time you’re not 
even killing someone WITH the ball.  You know?

AV: That’s true.

DF: It’s not really that descriptive… or it is, but not 
that accurate is more what I mean to say.

AV: I see.

AV: So, what do you think of Argentina’s chances of 
repeating?

DF: What?

AV: Argentina?  The defending league champion?

DF: Oh, did they win again?

AV: You presented their owner with the trophy right 
after the game.

DF: Honestly… I was pretty drunk.

AV: You went on a press junket with them right 
afterward.

DF: I was drunk for most of April.

AV: This was in June.

DF: Exactly.

AV: All right, I think that went well.

DF: Oh, you’re leaving already?

AV: Yeah, I should get going.

DF: You’re sure?  You can stay longer; I don’t have 
anything else going on.

AV: No, that’s okay.

DF: What about next weekend, then.  You busy?

AV: Uh… yeah, probably.
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Smackover
There isn’t much room for irony in UltraVi sports, but Smackover is one shining exception.  Unless of course you 
saw that name and thought, “Hey, there’s a team that probably gets the shit kicked out of it on a regular basis.”  
And they do.  Oh do they ever.

Smackover was built in the long standing finesse tradition.  The only problem with that is that finesse is next to 
useless in Kill Ball.

However, if Kill Ball is ever renamed Pansy Ball, then Smackover will have a resounding head start on the rest 
of the teams.  

If any of them are left by then.

Limestud
One of two new expansion teams, Limestud was originally conceived as a front to launder prostitution money 
from male strip clubs.  Owner Hank Steak (pretty sure that isn’t his real name) was then informed that he would 
need to at least field a team to get the league tax exemption.

Rather than grow a team specifically for this purpose, Steak simply grabbed some of his bouncer clones and 
threw hastily designed uniforms on them.  Contrary to what you might think, they are not particularly good at 
fighting; rather they exhibit a hodgepodge of skills that fit right in with the team concept of a hastily thrown 
together mess.

At least they aren’t Smackover.

CARNEY

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

8 60 40 60 60 2

PERKS: Deadly Throw
Tangle Dodge
Wall Dash

XRAY

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 60 40 80 80 1

PERKS: Dodge Away
Pinpoint Accuracy

STRIKER

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 60 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Technique Attack

JAKES

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 60 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Lubricous

ULTRA

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 70 40 60 60 2

PERKS: Deadly Throw
Gauntlet
Iron Grip

NEON

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 80 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Double Attack
Tangle Dodge

RAZOR

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 60 40 40 40 2

PERKS: Tough as Hell

SEVEN

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 60 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Dodge Away
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Nurkwood
Nurkwood is the other new expansion team.  They have no single owner; rather, they were founded by a co-op 
of conglomerates for the simple purpose of giving company salesmen an inexpensive place to wine and dine 
prospective clients.

Somebody in there must care about winning though, because this is already a very good team.  They are a real 
candidate to win it all in their first year, on the strength of some tough, scrappy clones in their lineup.

Don’t bother looking for Nurkwood on a map ‘cause it’s not a place.  It’s also not the name of any of the involved 
companies, nor is it the name of any of the people involved in those companies.  Our best information indicates 
that the name refers to a senior executive’s pet name for his secretary’s vagina, making them only the third 
professional sports team to be named after genitalia.

Gilbert
Gilbert is a brutal team seemingly more concerned with kills than scoring.  When the ball goes in the goal with 
them it feels like an accident.

Last year they led the league in injuries, kills, and decapitations.  Of course, they also finished in the middle of 
the standings.

Decimating opposing players is all well and good, but you need to score every once in awhile too.

If they can do that, Gilbert is poised to make a move this year.   But even if they don’t, the Kill Ball arena will still 
flow red with the blood of their opponents, much to the delight of Gilbert’s fans.

KAISER

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

8 70 50 40 40 1

PERKS: Flanking Attack
Lighting Strike
Death Touch

DEFCON

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 70 40 60 60 1

PERKS: Brutal
Wall Dash

WRAITH

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 60 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Dodge Away

HAWK

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 60 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Double Attack

WOLF

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

8 70 40 40 40 2

PERKS: Brutal
Lightning Strike
Counter

MEGATON

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 80 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Double Attack
Gauntlet

HADRON

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 60 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Super Slam

AXE

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 60 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Roundhouse
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Waldo
When team owner Lynnette Armstrong bought Waldo after the league’s inaugural season, it was speculated that 
she just wanted a team of clones to pleasure her on a regular basis.  Well, we don’t need to speculate anymore 
‘cause the videos are everywhere.

That said, Waldo is actually a very good team.  They lack a dominant player but are strong across the board, with 
three very good players.  They are physical and tough, rough and tumble.

Which is exactly how Ms. Armstrong likes it.

RIPPER

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

8 70 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Double Attack
Lightning Strike

OGRE

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 80 40 40 40 2

PERKS: Roundhouse
Tough as Hell

PROMISE

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 60 50 40 40 1

PERKS: Brutal
Flanking Attack

WALL

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 70 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Sentinel

Argentina
If you had to describe Argentina in one word, that word would be slippery.  If you had a couple more words, you 
might say “Slippery as Hell.”  A few words on top of that might elicit, “Those annoying little assholes who keep 
dodging my attacks and running around like rhesus monkeys on speed while their gorilla friend keeps me at bay 
with his ridiculous arms.”

Argentina is the two-time defending Kill Ball champion.  This does not mean that anyone likes them.

Their fast paced ground attack is highly effective and also highly not what Kill Ball fans pay to see; which is blood.  
And death.  And clones scoring goals with another clone’s head instead of the ball.

Argentina may not be the champion too much longer.  Gilbert, Nurkwood, and Waldo all have an excellent chance 
of claiming the throne this year.

But you can never count out a champion.  Especially a champion with a gorilla on their side.

WARLOCK

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

8 60 50 40 40 2

PERKS: Counter
Dodge Away
Lubricous

MALIBU

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 80 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Super Slam
Sentinel

BLOOD

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 60 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Tangle Dodge

JIN

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

7 60 40 40 40 1

PERKS: Wall Dash



Kill Ball TEAM:
Wins:  Losses:    Txp:

Name

Name

Name

Name

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

PERKS:

: Games Played

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

PERKS:

: Games Played

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

PERKS:

: Games Played

Move Hit Dodge Throw Intercept TP

PERKS:

: Games Played
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Injury Charts
D10 Injury Result
1 Catastrophic Injury Table
2-4 Serious Injury Table
5-10 Knocked Down

Modifier Reason
-3 Critical result on Hit or Attack Throw
-3 Target already Knocked Down
-1 Hit by Ball Carrier / Thrown Ball
-1 Pushed into a Wall
-/+ Various Player Perks

D6 Serious Injury Until End of Game
1 Partially Disemboweled -1 M, -10 H
2 Flayed Hamstring -1 M
3 Mangled Hand -10 H, -10 T
4 Detached Retina -10 D, -10 I
5 Torn Pectoral -10 H
6 Severed Heel -10 D

D6 Catastrophic Injury Permanent Injury
1 Decapitation

*See Full Rules!
-1 M, -10 H, -10D, 
-10 T, -10 I

2 Exploded Groin -1 M, -10 H
3 Eyes Gouged Out -10 H, -10 T
4 Skull Pulverized -10 D, -10 I
5 Torso Eviscerated -10 H
6 Spine Shattered -10 D

Line of Sight
Players can only see the squares ahead 
of their token. They cannot see any of 
the squares left, right, or behind them.

Quickplay Reference

Summary of Actions
The following are a basic list of actions. 
Full rules can be found on pages 4-6.

Basic Actions ...........................................
Sprint - Attempt to move D6 extra squares.

Hit - Attack an opponent.

Guard - Get into a defensive stance.

Help Up - Pick up a knocked down player.

Get Up - Get up from being knocked down.

Actions With The Ball ............................
Score - Put the ball in the goal.

Goal Throw - Throw the ball into the goal.

Throw a Pass - Throw the ball to a player.

Throw Attack - Injure an opponent with the ball.

Free Actions ............................................
Handoff / Take A Handoff - Pass the ball to an 
adjacent player.

Pick up the Ball - Grab a ball that is on the ground.

Scatter Roll Diagram
Full scatter rules are found on page 7.


